Data Sheet

x-Stock - Inventory Management and Stock Control Software

Overview
Over the years we have worked closely with many businesses and we frequently discovered key areas where lack
of stock control could be holding a business’ growth back:
• Stock value too high
• A warehouse full of products not selling
• Stock take lasts days to complete
• Inaccurate stock locations and quantities
Understanding your stock gives you a level of visibility that puts you firmly in control of your finances.
Our stock control software and warehouse management system (WMS) helps you track, manage and monitor
stock locations from the moment they enter your warehouse through to the moment they fall into the hands of
your customer.
X-Stock: a tailored system
Finding a stock management system that suits your needs can be a minefield. Frequently choosing an ‘off the
shelf solution’ can result in your having to fit your process flow around the system which can cost your business
valuable time and resources.
Here at Cross-Check Systems we mould our Stock management system to your processes. Therefore, when
working with us we take the time to understand how you do things and tailor the system to you.
You can choose between running x-Stock in batch mode, over a wireless network or even from a virtual server.
The entire system is scalable so it can grow with you or, if you are going through a consolidation period,
re-configure to suit.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Minimum requirements

>

15 - 50 users concurrently

> 5 - 100 users concurrently > 101+ users concurrently

Windows Server 2019

Small Server

Medium Server

Advanced Server

Linux-based preferred distro: CentOS 7

Linux
- 100 GB HD or SSD
- Quad-Core CPU
- 6 GB RAM

Linux
- 300 GB HD or SSD
- Quad-Core CPU
- 16 GB RAM

Linux
- 500 GB HD or SSD
- Octa-Core CPU / Deca-core CPU
- 32 GB RAM

Windows
- 150 GB HD or SSD
- Octa-Core CPU
- 8 GB RAM

Windows
- 350 GB HD or SSD
- Octa-Core CPU
- 16 GB RAM

Windows
- 550 GB HD or SSD
- Octa-Core CPU / Deca-core CPU
- 32 GB RAM

Linux
- 50 GB HD or SSD
- Dual-Core CPU
- 2.5 GB RAM
Windows
- 100 GB HD or SSD
- Quad-Core CPU
- 8 GB RAM

Database requirements

Hosting

Integrations

SQL Server 2019 is recommended.

x-Stock hosting is completely flexible.

x-Stock can run on older versions of SQL
Server.

Can be hosted on your internal servers or hosted in
the Cloud.

We can integrate x-Stock with a wide range of applications.
Common integrations include SAP & ERP.
Please contact us to discuss any integration requirements.

x-Stock functions seamlessly with Microsoft Azure
and Amazon Web Services (AWS).

HARDWARE
We have over 16 years of experience working with a range
of mobile computer and barcode readers. With this in mind,
it was important to us not to be tied to any specific
hardware manufacturers.
This independence means we can offer you the best
hardware to suit your budget and needs. All hardware is
fully compatible with x-Stock and comes complete with full
manufacturer’s warranty for peace of mind.
Full training is provided on all hardware supplied.

UK TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Our UK Support Team support all software applications developed
by Cross-Check Systems including bespoke software systems
running on host PC’s, servers, cloud based servers, mobile
computers, tablets and phones.
Pin-Point takes the guesswork out of purchasing application
support and minor changes required to your application. Pin-Point
is based around the philosophy of paying a set monthly fee for on
demand software support so it’s there for you when you need it.

Pin-Point
There when you need it

Something we have not covered? Give us a call on 01789 761 340
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